ABSTRACT. Some of the results on the topology of spaces of uniform ultrafilters are applied to the space S)(a ) of subuniform ultrafilters (i.e., the set of ultrafilters which are a-uniform but not a-uniform) on a when a is a regular carra dinal.
The main object is to find for infinite cardinals a, such that a = a-*^, a topological property that separates the space /8(fl(a ))\ß'. a ) (the growth oí ß(<* )) from the space U(a ) of uniform ultrafilters on a . Property *a fulfils this rôle defined for a zero-dimensional space X by the following condition: every non- Property $a was introduced in [7] , where it was proved by a diagonal argument that the space U (a) of uniform altrafilters on a has property $a (Theorem 4.2 of [7] ). It is easy to see that Uia) does not have property $ o for regular cardinals ß, co < ß < a (Lemma 3.3). The main result of the present paper (whose proof relies on Theorem 4.2 of [7] ) is that if a = av then the space /S(Q(a+))\fi(a+) has property 0a.
Informally we think of this result as showing the inability of the space Q(<x) to break away from certain infinitary properties characteristic to a (such as $a), which are local after all, and to adopt the corresponding ones characteristic to a (such as $ +), in the process of "going to infinity". We set 1(a) = Í7(a+)u Í2(a+), again a subspace of ß(a ). 2. In this section we prove some results that will be needed for the proof of the main theorem (given in §3).
2.1. Lemma. Let F be a nonempty subset of ßitiia. )), such that F is equal :1/3(n(<*+))( H ft) = fi cl1S(n(a+))
Proof. We only need to prove that
Then there is an open-andclosed set N of ßitiia?)), such that p £ N and N n clß(a<aa-))ir\r] < aF v) = 0.
Then F = A/n llr¡<aclo,a^a+^F is the intersection of at most a operi-andclosed subsets of ß(Q,(a+)), with p £F; however, Ffïfl(a+) CiVnfl <aF = 0, contradicting Lemma 2.1.
The following theorem has been proved as Theorem 3.1 in [5l. (We recall that in the present paper a is an infinite regular cardinal.)
2.3. Theorem. U(a) is a compact F +-space.
We will now prove a stronger result for the space l(a ) of all uniform and subuniform ultrafilters on a . Let G = \Jg<aAg, where A^ C a and A^ = cl + Aç n l(a ) (see We prove that G is C*-embedded in H. Indeed, let / £ C*(G). Set ¡ç = f\Gç for cf < a. Let gc be the unique continuous extension of f¡j to Gp. Further, for cf < 77 < a, we have that f g Cf and since the extensions are unique, that g^ C g . Let g = ÜA<ac?í • Since G ç is open for cf < a, g is continuous.
It is clear that Ö ç = (\JV^A^)' tot cf < a. Set Be = Uis^r B = (J ß^ = \J¿<aAg. Thus Bç CBv fot ¿¡<r) < a. We now prove that H is C*-embedded in BUH. Indeed, let / £ C*(H). Set fg = f\G ç tot ¿f< a. We proceed by transfinite recursion. By 2.4, BQUG0 is a normal space, and GQ is a closed subset of BqUCq. Let g0 £ C*(B0UG0) be an extension of /0, such that sup[|g0(x)|:
Let £< a, and suppose that for every i)<^we have defined g such that gv £ C*iBvUGv), fvCgv, supilg^U)!:* eBvuGv\ = sup | [/.,,(*) | : x eG^S, g^ Cg for £< 77 < a. We define «•*■((,«*•') ü")",yí(,'u8')u-8í-'
(where R denotes the space of real numbers).
We verify that gc is well defined: our inductive assumption implies that
KJv<Çgv is well defined on U AB u G ) and f ç is defined on G ç; further, 2.6. Theorem. Let X be an F ¿space and let S C X be the union of a oper, and-closed subsets Se, ç < a, of X, each Se being equal to the union of less than a compact subsets. Then (a) S is an F a-space;
(b) if G C S and G n S e is of type less than a in S for ¿; < a then G is C -embedded in S;
(c) if X is zero-dimensional, then so is S.
Proof, (b) We may assume that S = \Jç<aSiç and that Se C S £ for if< C < a.
We note, since each S; is an open subset of X of type less than a, that Se is an Fa-space for cf < a. Let g £ C*(G), and set gç = g\G O Se fot cf < a Let 4 < a and suppose that gc has been extended to se £ C (Se) fot each <f < £, , and that s r C s r/ f or C < C < cf. The function U<f < çs^r U g£ is well defined and continuous on the set \Jf< rSe CJ (GnS r), an open set of type less than a in the F a -space S r; hence it has an extension to a function sr £ C (Sr), such that supi|sç(x)|: x £SA= supf|sç(x)l:x £ U Sç Cl (GnSM . with t(A , n Sç) < a, t(B x n S ç) < a for cf < a, and such that A C A p BCS, A j n B j =0.
(We can take A j, B j to be disjoint cozero sets containing A, B, respectively; then A n Se, ß, flJt are cozero sets in Se; it is easy to see that the compactness condition on Se implies that r(A j n S e) < a, T\B^nS ¿A<a)
Let g £ C*(A jUßj) be equal to 0 on A j and to 1 on ß j. Note, since (by (a))
Se is C*-embedded in X, that S,¿t is zero-dimensional for ¿f < a. In the proof of (b), with G = Aj U Bj, we add to the recursive assumption that U<f<Çs,f is {0, lj-valued; then sr may be taken to be [0, lj-valued.
2.7. Corollary. 0(a ) is a zero-dimensional (locally compact) F +-space.
Proof. Apply 2.6(a), (c) with X = S(a ), an F +-space by 2.5, S = il(a+),
and with a replacing a.
The following fact is also needed. The proof of this theorem is given in Theorem 4.2(i) (together with 4.1(ii)) of [7] .
We now state and prove the main theorem of this paper.
3.2 Theorem. If a = a& then ß iti (a+))\ii (a+) has property $a.
Proof. Let E be a closed, nonempty subset of ß iti (a+))\iî (cx+), such that Note that a subset of fi (a ) is relatively compact (i.e. it has compact closure) in iî(a ) if and only if it is a subset of S¿ for some cf < a . Thus
Nvn N^, C Sg( t) for some cf (r¡, r]') < a+, if 77 < 77' < a. By taking ¿f, such that f (77, 77') < rf < a+ for all 77 < 77' < a, and by replacing N by N \S ¿, we may assume that the family Í/V , 77 < aj consists of pairwise disjoint sets.
Further,
we note that we may assume that V n F = 0 for all 77 < a; otherwise, any p £ V n F (fot some 77 < a ) and N = V will satisfy the conclusion of the theorem.
By Theorem 2.9, there is a closed subset W of Q(a ), of type at most a, such that W = clß(Q(a+))W\n(a+) = F. Then (W n AM' = W'n N'^ = F O V^ = 0 (using Corollary 2.2). Thus W n N C Se() for some £(77) < a ; in the same way, as above, we may assume that W n N =0 for 77 < a. We set B = \x £ W: x is not in the uniform closure of the family \N , 17 < ajj. For a = co, Theorem 3.2 is easily seen to be equivalent to the statement:
Every nonempty zero-set of ßitiico ))\ß(cj ) has nonempty interior. The reader will be able to give a simple direct proof of this statement, along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2, using only the following known facts: every nonempty zeroset of ßco\co has nonempty interior; tiico ) is a pseudocompact, locally compact, This completes the proof.
We remark that the argument given in part (b) of the above corollary proves that for any infinite regular cardinal a there is a closed subset of i!(a ) homeomorphic to a U fi(a ).
For the statement of the classical Aronszajn-Specker theorem, which follows from our results, we need the following definitions. A ramification system is a partially ordered set {A, •<) with a least element (if it is nonempty) and such that the set P(«) = jx£A:x-<« and x / a\ is well ordered by < for « £ A. The order of an element a £ A» is the order type of P (a), i.e., the unique ordinal isomorphic to the well-ordered set P(cj). The order of the ramification system (A,^) is the least ordinal cf, such that the order of P (a) < cf for all cz £ A. A cardinal a is ramifiable if every ramification system (A, -K) of order a, such that \\a £ A: order type of P (a) = ¿f j| < a for ¿f < a, has a subset of cardinality a well ordered by ;< . Jç\tiia+) n clß{a+) f -/|ß(a+) n dß(a+)<;.
Since 0(a ) O clo(a+,f is a compact subset of a U (íí(a ) n el o(a+^)i such a a function /*■ exists for <f < a . For <f < a we set Cff = {£ e SO, l!f: A =/ \g for some 77 with f < 77 < a+[, and we set (l = \Jc< a+ "i^e make (I into a partially ordered set by setting h < h' if h C h' (for i and h' in Cl). It is easy to verify that (f is a ramification system, that for <f < a the set of elements of u of order rf is the set (l-, and (since /, e (3,) that Ö, 4 0 iot t; < a . Furthermore, if h eö,, then \\C<C:hiC)4f¿OW<a (because Z[Q (a+) n cl^ a+)£ = /?|iî(a+) n cl^^rf;
it then follows that \^-A < a3* = a <a+ for £< a ). And finally, (Í does not contain any well-ordered subset of order-type a ; indeed if \h ,: <f < a \ were such a chain, then h = U¿:<(1+^(e would be a well-defined, Í0, li-valued function on a such that / C i|S(a
